Securing our Energy Future through ambitious Renovation of Buildings

High level Conference: Draft Programme

Registration and Coffee

Opening Session

14h00 Renovate Europe Video

14h05 Three-way debate:

Gaetano Fasano, Italian National Agency for New Technologies (ENEA), representing Italian Presidency

Agostino Renna, President & CEO of GE Lighting EMEA, Keynote Speech

Adrian Joyce, Renovate Europe Campaign Director

Introduced & Moderated by Arthur Neslen, The Guardian

Special Presentations:

14h40 Nina Campbell, International Energy Agency (IEA)
Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency

14h55 Yamina Saheb, EU Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC)
Quand le batiment va, tout va! - When the buildings sector works, everything works!

Session I: Living up to the Pledge: Taking responsibility for future energy efficiency policies

15h10 Dominique Ristori, Director General at DG Energy
The Place of Energy Efficiency in the 2030 Climate and Energy framework

15h25 Jan Olbrycht, Polish MEP (EPP), President of the Urban Intergroup 2009-2014, and signatory of the REC Manifesto
The role of City authorities in boosting ambition in renovation programmes

Launched in 2011, the Renovate Europe Campaign has as headline ambition to reduce the energy demand of the EU building stock by 80% by 2050 as compared to 2005 levels.

Secretariat: C/o EuroACE, Rond Point Schuman, 6 - 8th Floor B-1040 Brussels +32 639 10 11
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15h40  Oliver Rapf, Executive Director of the BPIE
Analysis of renovation roadmaps prepared by Member States – do they live up to expectations?

15h55  Adrian Balaci, Global Environmental Social Business and Catrin Maby, Chief Executive, Severn Wye Energy Agency
Countdown to Low Carbon Homes – make it local, make it work!

16h10  Panel debate with audience

Photo call for all participants

16h25  Coffee Break

**Session II: Leading by Example: Successful approaches to significant energy performance improvements**

16h45  Bo Frank, Vice-President of Energy Cities, Mayor of Växjö, Sweden
Contribution of energy efficient buildings to zero-emissions objective

17h00  Ron Van Erck, Manager European Market, Energiesprong, The Netherlands
How a deal to renovate 111,000 homes to net zero energy levels is turning the Dutch building sector on its head

17h15  Pierfrancesco Maran, Mobility and Energy Counsellor, Milan City Council
Preparations for Expo 2015 – the role of renovation of existing buildings

17h30  Panel debate with Audience

17h50  Conclusions

18h00  Networking Cocktail

***PLEASE NOTE: TRANSLATION IS NOT AVAILABLE DURING THIS CONFERENCE***